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ABSTRACT: In this paper, we explore interferences arising in the electromagnetic scattering by an object buried inside a layer with two
rough interfaces by using the GPILE method. We show that there are two categories of interferences in the echoes that make up GPILE:
the interferences that are present whatever the chosen scenario and those that come from the geometry of the problem (distance between
the three scatterers). In this last category, we can cite for example the interferences which come from the position of the object, more
precisely from its depth, because an object closer to one of the surfaces would produce echoes which arrive almost at the same time as
those of the nearby interface.

1. INTRODUCTION

The scattering of electromagnetic waves by a rough interface
has attracted much interest within the physics community

in recent decades. Several works devoted to this study have
contributed to the development of different resolution meth-
ods. First analytical, then numerical thanks to the development
of computer science, these methods have made great progress
over the decades. The main purpose of this study remains the
resolution of Maxwell’s equations.
The most widely used numerical method is probably the Fi-

nite Difference Time Domain method (FDTD), introduced by
Yee [1]. This is the method that has been adopted by gprMax
simulation software for GPR (Ground Penetrating Radar) nu-
merical EM simulation [2]. The FDTD method is a direct nu-
merical approximation of the Maxwell equations, where the
time and space partial derivatives are approximated by central
finite differences. Moreover, the FDTD is governed by its sta-
bility condition, which states that a maximum allowed time step
is limited by a minimum cell size in the computational domain.
This means that the use of a small space sampling induces a
small time step. Thus, the FDTD method cannot efficiently
simulate complex geometries such as complex-shape objects or
random rough surfaces without having to apply a refined space
sampling, which all the more increases the computational cost.
Another problem, related to the nature of the Yee scheme, is the
numerical dispersion.
To overcome this deficiency, we choose here to use an inte-

gral boundary equation method, in which the numerical resolu-
tion uses the Method of Moments (MoM). Indeed, the MoM
discretizes the boundaries (here, the interfaces), whereas the
FDTD discretizes the space. The MoM makes then possible to
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exactly follow the interface profile without any space sampling
bias and does not have to refine the space sampling step, which
sensitively reduces the numerical complexity. However, when
studying the time-domain response, the MoM requires to com-
pute a number of frequency responses and to compute an IFFT.
Besides, this method is much better adapted to homogeneous
media.
In the case of scattering by several rough surfaces, the num-

ber of unknowns increases, and the impedance matrix becomes
large, which gives particular interest to rapid methods. Some
methods have been devoted to obtaining a rigorous solution.
We will cite for example the PILE (Propagation-Inside-Layer
Expansion) method [3] for the scattering by two superimposed
surfaces or an object buried under a surface. This method
have a simple mathematical formulation and an intuitive phys-
ical interpretation. In the PILE method, the inversion of the
impedance matrix results in an iterative process, in the form of
an expansion series which takes into account the multiple re-
flections of the wave in the layer. Subsequently, the EPILE
method was developed to deal with the more general case of
scattering from two illuminated scatterers [4].
Following these work, the EPILE method was adapted to the

case of more than two scatterers. Several methods already re-
lated to the case of three scatterers, especially in the study of
scattering by two objects buried under a rough surface [5, 6] or
an object buried between two surfaces [7]. Thus, the EPILE
method was combined with the Forward-Backward (FB) to the
case of several objects located above a rough surface in [8].
Next, the EPILE method was combined with FB to the problem
of scattering by two objects, one above and the other below a
rough surface in [9, 10].
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FIGURE 1. Electromagnetic scattering from an object buried between two 1-D rough surfaces (2-D problem: plane (x̂, ẑ)).

In the same spirit, the PILE method has been extended to
a more general case of the scattering from three superimposed
surfaces to obtain a generalization of the PILEmethod (GPILE:
Generalized PILE) [11]. More recently, the GPILE method
have been develepped to generalize the PILE and EPILE meth-
ods to the case of scattering by an object buried between two
rough surfaces [12]. The obtain results make it possible to
distinguish the primary echo from the upper surface and the
multiple echoes coming from the lower surface and the ob-
ject. Thus, the GPILE method improves the understanding of
the wave scattering mechanism in complex medium. The main
difference between the problem of three superimposed surfaces
treated in [11] and that of an object buried between two surfaces
(which is treated here) concerns the last case, for which the two
buried scatterers are both illiminated by the wave transmitted
by the upper surface.
One of the important phenomena in the study of electromag-

netic scattering in a complex medium is the analysis of inter-
ferences between echoes from different scatterers. Indeed, it
was established in [12] that the nature of the GPR signal de-
pends not only on the physical and geometrical parameters of
the interfaces, but also on the interferences between the echoes
of the scatterers. Thus, the objective of this paper is to use the
GPILE method to explore the interferences between the echoes
which constitute the GPR signal for the case of an object buried
between two rough surfaces.
In what follows, we first expose in Section 2 the GPILE

method as well as its physical interpretation. We then present
the different sources at the origin of interferences between the
echoes of the three scatterers in Section 3. Several simulations
show the effects of these interferences on the overall signal of
the GPR response in Section 4.

2. GPILE METHOD
Consider in Fig. 1 a 2D problem, with two random rough sur-
facesS1 andS3 and an object delimited by the surfaceS2 buried
between the interfaces S1 and S3. We assume that the surfaces
do not intercept each other or the object. The three interfaces
separate four homogeneous media: the upper medium, Ω0, as-

sumed to be vaccum, the intermediate medium, Ω1, which con-
stitutes a layer, the buried object which constitutes the medium
Ω2, and the lower medium,Ω3, which we consider to be dielec-
tric. Consider an incident wave ψinc(r) in the plane (x̂, ẑ), at
an incidence angle θinc defined relatively to the axis z counter-
clockwise.
The integral equation method allows to calculate the currents

and their normal derivatives on the surfaces Si (i = {1, 2, 3})
and to deduce the scattering fields in each medium by using
Huygens’ principle. The obtain integral equations (two equa-
tions per interface) are discretized by theMoM at each interface
and leading to the linear system Z̄X = b, where the impedance
matrix is [13]:

Z̄ =

Z̄11 Z̄21 Z̄31

Z̄12 Z̄22 Z̄32

Z̄13 Z̄23 Z̄33

 . (1)

The impedance matrix is of size 2(
∑3

i=1Ni) × 2(
∑3

i=1Ni),
whereNi is the number of samples onSi. The unknown vectors
Xi containing the surface currents and their normal derivatives
are written as

Xi =

[
ψi(r1) · · ·ψi(rNi

)
∂ψi(r1)

∂ni
· · · ∂ψi(rNi)

∂ni

]T
, (2)

where rp∈[1;Ni] ∈ Si, i = {1, 3} for the two surfaces, and
rp∈[1;N2] ∈ S2 for the object. The right term b is the incident
field:

b = [b1 b2 b3]
T
. (3)

To calculate the currents on the three interfaces, we may ex-
tend the PILE method [3] to the case of three scatterers (where
only one is illuminated by the incident field) by coupling the
upper surface and the object plus the lower surface as a single
composite scatterer, then split up the object and the lower sur-
face in the spirit of PILE method. By this way, the calculation
of the currents on the upper surface makes it possible to obtain
[12]:

X1 =

P∑
p=0

(
Q∑

q=0

M̄
(q)
c,21 +

Q∑
q=0

M̄
(q)
c,31

)p

Z̄
−1
11 b1, (4)
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FIGURE 2. Graphic representation of the contributions of the object and the lower surface. The direct and indirect contributions of the object are
respectively denoted: ψDir-Object and ψInd-Object. Those of the lower surface are respectively denoted: ψDir-Surf-Inf and ψInd-Surf-Inf.

where

Q∑
q=0

M̄
(q)
c,21 = Z̄

−1
11 Z̄21

(
Q∑

q=0

M̄
q
c,32

)
Z̄

−1
22

(
Z̄12 − Z̄

′
12

)
,

(5)
and

Q∑
q=0

M̄
(q)
c,31 = Z̄

−1
11 Z̄31

(
Q∑

q=0

M̄
q
c,23

)
Z̄

−1
33

(
Z̄13 − Z̄

′
13

)
.

(6)
In expression (5), the matrix

M̄ c,32 = Z̄
−1
22 Z̄32Z̄

−1
33 Z̄23 (7)

is one of the two characteristic matrices between the two buried
scatterers. This matrix brings the contributions from the lower
surface to the object. As for the matrix Z̄ ′

12 = Z̄32Z̄
−1
33 Z̄13, it

represents the indirect coupling between the upper surface and
the object via the lower surface. In expression (6), the matrix

M̄ c,23 = Z̄
−1
33 Z̄23Z̄

−1
22 Z̄32 (8)

is the other characteristic matrix between the two buried scat-
terers and brings the contributions of the object to the lower sur-
face. The matrix Z̄

′
13 = Z̄23Z̄

−1
22 Z̄12 represents the coupling

matrix between the two surfaces via the object.
The calculation of the currents on the other interfaces allows

us to obtain:

X2 = −

(
Q∑

q=0

M̄
q
c,32

)
Z̄

−1
22

(
Z̄12 − Z̄

′
12

)
X1 (9)

and

X3 = −

(
Q∑

q=0

M̄
q
c,23

)
Z̄

−1
33

(
Z̄13 − Z̄

′
13

)
X1. (10)

Remark that the orders P and Q are arbitrary. In fact, the prin-
cipal order p represents the round trips of the wave between

the upper surface and the two buried scatterers, while the sec-
ondary order q represents the round trips of the wave between
the two buried scatterers. Besides, the memory requirement
of the GPILE method is the same as that of the LU method,
i.e., (N1 + N2 + N3)

2. On the other hand, the complexity in
number of operations is (N1)

3 + (N2)
3 + (N3)

3 for the in-
version of the impedance matrix by GPILE method instead of
(N1 +N2 +N3)

3 for the direct LU method.

3. INTERFERENCES
In the case of flat interfaces, the first three echoes for the case
without the object occur at times T2,S and T3,S defined respec-
tively by: 

T1 = 2zobs/c

T2,S = T1 + 2HRe(√ϵr,1)
T3,S = T1 + 4HRe(√ϵr,1)

(11)

where c is the velocity of light, and H is the thickness of the
layer (the average distance between the two surfaces). We can
get the times of the second and third echoes for the object by
replacing H with H12 in the Eq. (11), where H12 is the depth
of the object. The times of these echoes are written T2,O and
T3,O. Note that the depth of the object is calculated relatively
to the center of the object.
All these echoes are calculated for the PILE method. For

the GPILE method, we have shown in [12] that the second and
third echoes result from multiple scattering between the three
scatterers in the intermediate medium. Thus, the second echo
for example (P = 1 and Q = 0) is made up of one contribu-
tion from the object and another one from the lower surface.
Each of these contributions has a direct and an indirect com-
ponent. Fig. 2 shows the contributions of the object and the
lower surface. The direct and indirect contributions of the ob-
ject are respectively denoted: ψDir-Object and ψInd-Object. Those
of the lower surface are respectively denoted: ψDir-Surf-Inf and
ψInd-Surf-Inf. Moreover, the echoes of the direct contributions
from the two buried scatterers occur at different times, but the
echoes of the indirect contributions of these two buried scatter-
ers arrive at the same time, because the wave travels the same
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(a)                      Surface 1 (DI) - Object 2 (DI) -Surface 3 (DI) (b)                                          Output Signals

FIGURE 3. (a) Surface heights versus their abscissa for Gaussian PDF and ACF, with σh,1 = 1mm and σh,3 = 2.5mm, Lch,1 = 15mm and
Lch,3 = 30mm. The center of the elliptical cylinder is C = (0,−90)mm, with semi-major axis a = 100mm and semi-minor axis b = 10mm.
The thickness between the two surfacesH = 240mm. (b) Time responses of the scattered field for the scenario described in (a), with xobs = 0 and
zobs = 470mm.

distance for the two indirect contributions, although in opposite
directions for one relative to the other.
ForQ = 1, one can add the time for a round trip between the

object and the lower surface, given by TOS = T2,S − T2,O (also
adding the diffraction time on the two scatterers). We deduce
that the direct contribution of the object to the orderQ = 1 the-
oretically arrives at the time T2,O+TOS = T2,S. Therefore, it is
added to the three contributions which already produced inter-
ferences around T2,S for Q = 0. The three other contributions
to the orderQ = 1, for their part, arrive at the time T2,S + TOS.
It is valuable to notice that when the object is very close to the

upper surface, T2,O is close to T1, because TSO = T2,O − T1 is
very small. Thus, the echo of the direct contribution of the ob-
ject interferes with the primary echo from the upper surface. If,
on the other hand, the object is very close to the lower surface,
then T2,O is close to T2,S, because TOS is very small. It follows
that the direct and indirect contributions of the two scatterers to
the orderQ = 0, and their resultants for the orderQ = 1 arrive
around T2,S, which complicates the analysis of the signal, as we
will see later.
Another even more complex scenario is that of an object

buried between two surfaces separated by a relatively thin layer.
This implies that the buried object is close to both surfaces.
Thus, the echoes of the three scatterers will overlap. In such
a case, the primary echo from the upper surface interferes with
the second echoes from the lower surface and from the object
around T1. Similarly, the second echoes from the two buried
scatterers interfere around T2,O and T2,S, which are very close.
It therefore follows that we have eight echoes from the two
buried scatterers and the primary echo from the upper surface,
making a total of nine echoes, which interfere over a reduced
time window due to the thinness of the layer.

The phenomenon of interference therefore requires particular
care. We can distinguish two categories of interferences in the
echoes that make up GPILE: the interferences that are present
whatever the chosen scenario and those that come from the ge-
ometry of the problem (distance between the scatterers). In the
first category, we have for example the interferences between
the indirect contributions of the two buried scatterers and the
direct contribution of the lower surface, for the same values
??of p and q. To these three contributions we add the contribu-
tion of a round trip between the object and the lower surface of
the direct contribution of the object. For the second category,
we can quote the interference between the primary echo from
the upper surface and the second echo of the object, when the
object is very close to the upper surface. Similarly, when the
object is very close to the lower surface, the echoes from these
two contributions interfere with the echoes from the first cat-
egory. When the buried object is close to both surfaces, i.e.,
in the case of a relatively thin layer, the multiple echoes of the
three scatterers overlap.

4. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
For the numerical simulations, a Ricker pulse is considered as
an input signal [11]. In the time domain, it is defined as

s(t) =
(
2π2f2c t

2 − 1
)
exp

(
−π2f2c t

2
)
. (12)

In the Fourier domain, it is defined as

ŝ(f) = − 2f2

f3c
√
π
exp

(
−f

2

f2c

)
, f ≥ 0. (13)

For our simulations, we consider the central frequency fc =
2GHz; the number of frequencies isNf = 117; and the band is
[0.2− 6.0]GHz. We also applied the zero-padding technique to
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increase Nf to 212 = 4096, in order to have a better resolution
in the time domain.
To numerically experiment the interferences of the first cat-

egory, we consider a scenario in which the three scatterers are
distant from each other, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Besides, we shall
specify the relative permittivity values of the different media:
for the upper medium ϵr,0 = 1, for the inner medium ϵr,1 = 2,
for the object ϵr,2 = 7, and for the lower medium ϵr,3 = 4. In
the numerical simulations, PILE(S+O) represents the scattered
field of the object buried under the surface, PILE(S+S) repre-
sents the scattered field of the two surfaces (without the object)
and GPILE(S+O+S) represents the scattered field of the object
buried between the two surfaces. Observe that the electromag-
netic response of the object buried between the two surfaces
GPILE(S+O+S) and that of the object buried under the surface
PILE(S+O) coincide around T2,O as shown in Fig. 3(b). This
is linked to the fact that the direct contribution of the object
for GPILE(S+O+S) is exactly PILE(S+O). However, there is
a remarkable difference in amplitude between the electromag-
netic response of two surfaces PILE(S+S) and that of the object
buried between the two surfaces GPILE(S+O+S) around T2,S,
due to interference between the two indirect contributions of the
two buried scaterers, the direct contribution of the lower sur-
face, and as Q = 1, one must add the contribution of a round
trip of the wave between the object and the lower surface for
the direct contribution of the object.
We now take particular care of the depth of the object, de-

noted as H12, and present in the Figs. 4 some scenarios ob-
tained by varying the depth H12. The depths are respectively
(a) H12 = 24mm, (b) H12 = 36mm, (c) H12 = 210mm and
(d) H12 = 222mm. If, on the one hand, we consider the case
where the object is very close to the upper surface (Figs. 4(a)
and (b)), it can happen that the first echo from the upper surface
overlaps with the second echo from the object (i.e. T2,O ≈ T1
when H12 is very small), thus giving in a first case a construc-
tive interference which results in a single peak of greater am-
plitude, like in the Fig. 4(a); and in a second case, destructive
interference like in Fig. 4(b). These interferences also explain
the time lag observed around T1 in these two figures.
If, on the other hand, the object is very close to the lower

surface, then the direct and indirect contributions of the object
occur almost at the same time as those of the lower surface.
Such a scenario is more complex than the first case. Indeed,
as T2,O and T2,S are very close, the direct and indirect contribu-
tions of the two buried scatterers overlap, and create interfer-
ences (constructive and/or destructive) which complicate the
interpretation of the GPILE results. Moreover, the four con-
tributions to the order q = 0 arrive almost at the same time as
their resultants to the order q = 1. It follows that the GPILE 1/1
signal consists of eight echoes, which contribute and interfere
around T2,S. Figs. 4(c)–(d) present such scenarios, where we
observe a constructive interference around T2,S in Fig. 4(c) and
destructive/constructive interferences around T2,S in Fig. 4(d).
Now consider the case of an object buried in a thin layer.

Let H = 54mm, this scenario being chosen so as to minimize
the interferences between the two surfaces. Indeed, we present
the scattered fields in this case in Figs. 5, where we observe a

weak constructive interference between the echoes of the two
surfaces. First, the depth of the object H12 = 24mm (like
in Fig. 4(a)) and the distance from the object to the lower sur-
face H23 = 30mm (like in Fig. 4(c)). For this scenario, the
scattered field is presented in Fig. 5(a), where we observe con-
structive interferences around T1 and T2,S. In the second case,
the depth of the object H12 = 36mm (like in Fig. 4(b)) and
the distance from the object to the lower surfaceH23 = 18mm
(like in Fig. 4(d)). For this scenario, we observe destructive
interferences around T1 and constructive interferences around
T2,S, as shown in Fig. 5(b).
It is valuable to note that in the cases presented respectively

in 5(a) and 5(b), the amplitude of the GPILE signal is greater
around T2,S than the scenarios described respectively in 4(c)
and 4(d), even though the object is equidistant from the lower
surface in 4(c) and 5(a), and in 4(d) and 5(d). In fact, since
the object is so close to the two surfaces in 5(a) and 5(b), inter-
ferences occur between the two contributions of the object and
those of the lower surface around T2,O and T2,S. Thus, these in-
terferences being constructive for this scenario, this translates
into a larger amplitude for the echo of the object buried under
the surface, which explains why the GPILE signal has a larger
amplitude around T2,S in the two cases presented in Figs. 5.
In all cases, the nature of interference can change depending

on the permittivity or the size of the object for the same depth.
For example, if we consider an object of permittivity equal to
ϵr,2 = 1 rather than ϵr,2 = 7 as in Figs. 4, we obtain inter-
ferences contrary to those observed in Figs. 4. For the size of
the object, consider an object whose depth is H12 = 36mm
as in Fig. 4(b), but whose semi-minor axis is 22mm instead of
10mm as in Fig. 4(b), the interferences are constructive and
not destructive as in Fig. 4(b). The explanation for this change
is that although the two objects have the same depth, the sec-
ond has a vertex closer to the upper surface than the first, and
we know that the direct echoe of the object also depends on its
height.
Furthermore, the GPILE method being a generalization of

the PILE method (for the case of two scatterers where only one
is illuminated) and the EPILE method (for the case of two illu-
minated scatterers) to the case of an object buried between two
rough surfaces, the existence of interferences can also be ob-
served in the case of a scattering by two scatterers. For the
case of an object buried under a surface or that of two su-
perimposed surfaces, only the interferences related to the ge-
ometry of the problem occur. For example, in Figs. 4, the
PILE(S+O) method, which represents the scattered field by the
object buried under the surface, shows interferences between
the echo of the surface and those of the object, because the ob-
ject is close to the surface. Similarly, Figs. 5 show the interfer-
ences between the echoes of the two surfaces (see PILE (S+S)).
On the other hand, for the case of an object above a surface

or for two illuminated objects, the interferences are of the two
kinds: those related to the geometry of the problem and those
which are present whatever the scenario. Indeed, in the inter-
mediate medium, Ω1, the GPILE(S+O+S) method for the scat-
tering by the object buried between two surfaces corresponds to
the EPILE(O+S) method for the scattering by the object above
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(a)                                       Output Signals (b)                                       Output Signals

(c)                                        Output Signals (d)                                       Output Signals

FIGURE 4. Time responses of the scattered field, with xobs = 0 and zobs = 470mm. The surface parameters are the same as in Fig. 3. The depthH12

of the object varies as a fraction of the thicknessH = 240mm between these interfaces. (a)H12 = 24mm. (b)H12 = 36mm. (c)H12 = 210mm.
(d)H12 = 222mm.

(a)                                     Output Signals (b)                                    Output Signals

FIGURE 5. Time responses of the scattered field, with xobs = 0 and zobs = 470mm. The surface parameters are the same as in Fig. 4, except of the
thickness between the two surfacesH = 54mm. The depthH12 of the object varies. (a)H12

∼= 24mm. (b)H12
∼= 36mm.
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the lower surface, whose incident field is the field transmitted
by the upper surface. Thus, to show examples of interferences
in the case of two illuminated scatterers, it suffices to reanalyze
Figs. 4 and 5 around T2,S. Indeed, when the object is far from
the lower surface, we can see the interferences between the indi-
rect contribution of the object and the two contributions of the
lower surface. For an object close to the lower surface, there
are interferences between the contributions of the two buried
scatterers as shown in Figs. 5.

5. CONCLUSION
We have used the advantage of the GPILE method, namely to
highlight the successive echoes of the three scatterers, to study
interferences coming from echoes which constitute the global
signal of the GPR response for the case of an object buried be-
tween two rough surfaces. We showed that there are two cate-
gories of interferences, i.e., those which are present in whatever
the chosen scenario, and those which are linked to the geometry
of the problem. We then attached special attention to the varia-
tion of the depth of the object and showed that when the object
is close to one of the two surfaces, there are interference be-
tween the echoes of the object and those of the surface. Indeed,
when the layer between the two surfaces is relatively thin, the
object is close to both surfaces and the problem becomes even
more complex.
Moreover, this study can be adapted to all cases of scattering

by three interfaces where only one is illuminated, including the
scattering by two objects buried under a surface. In this case,
the problem will be also complex and several interferences will
arise, example given, for an object close to the surface but far
from the other object, for two objects that are close to each other
but far from the surface, for two objects close to the surface
but far from each other, for two objects close to each other and
close to the surface, and finally for two objects that have the
same depth.
The exploration of interferences between the echoes of three

scatterers is a necessary tool for studying the electromagnetic
wave scattering from objects buried in a thin layer, like cracks
buried under the base of a road. This necessitates the adaptation
of physical and geometrical properties of the object to that of
a crack buried under the road surface. This is the object of our
future research.
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